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Prices in EUR

1 ART PHOTO STUDIO. Japan. Portraits of a couple. ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 9 x 13,3 cm in ovals, in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers, and with text on covers. 48,00

2 ARTISTIC PHOTOGRAPH. Japan. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,8 x 6,2 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. - Loss of picture. 12,00
3 **AZUMA.** Japan. Portrait of a father with a little son. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 7,5 cm.  24,00

![Image of a father and son](image1)

4 **BANNO.** Groupportrait of young men and women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 14,4 x 19,9 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. - Small losses of picture.  48,00

![Image of a group portrait](image2)

5 **BANNO.** Groupportrait of girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 13,8 x 20,3 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. - Strong losses of picture.  24,00

![Image of a group portrait](image3)
6 CYOKU SUI KWAN. Portrait of a little one. Kishinosato Osaka, ca. 1910. Original photograph, cabinetcard, silverprint, 13,3 x 9 cm. - Text on reverse. 30,00

7 EMPIRE JAPAN, PHOTOGRAPHER. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,7 x 5,7 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 18,00

8 FUKUI, H. Portrait of a woman. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 5,8 cm, in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00
9 FUSAKICHI, Tanif. Groupportait of young girls, and teachers. ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumenprint, 21,1 x 27,2 cm on original mount. With photographers marks on front. 120,00

10 FUSAKICHI, Tanif. Groupportait of boys, young boys and teachers. ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumenprint, 21,1 x 27,2 cm on original mount. With photographers marks on front. 120,00
11 FUTAMI. Portrait of three women and a little one. Shizuoka, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10,2 x 7,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

12 GURI. Group portrait in a restaurant. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7,2 x 10,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on protect covers. 30,00
13 HARAGUCHI, Photo Studio R. Portrait of a little one. Shibuya, Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,7 x 8,8 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers.  

14 HARAGUCHI, Photo Studio R. Portrait of a little one with animal toy. Shibuya, Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,8 x 7,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front.  

15 HAYATORIN. Portrait woman and girl. ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print, 9,3 x 6,2 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on reverse.
16 HIKITA, N. Portrait of a man. Kanbe, Ise, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,7 x 9,5 cm on original mount. 30,00

17 HIRAMATSU. Group portrait of men in a uniform or kimonos and women in kimono. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 13,8 cm on original mount. - With text on reverse. 42,00

18 HIRAMATSU. Group portrait of girls and boys. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 13,3 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on reverse. 48,00
19 HIRAMATSU. Group portrait of boys and girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 13,7 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on reverse.

20 HIRAMATSU. Group portrait of boys and girls, with a female insert portrait. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10 x 15 cm on original mount - With photographers marks on front, and with text on reverse.

21 HIRAMATSU. Group portrait of young boys and girls. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,6 x 14,2 cm on original mount - With photographers marks on front, and with text on reverse.
22 **HIRAMATSU.STUGIOL.** Group portrait of men, women and boys. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 13,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 48,00

23 **HIRAMATSU.STUGIOL.** Group portrait of men, boys and girls. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 13,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 48,00

24 **HIRO, Prince.** Portrait of Prince Hiro, son of the hereditary Prince and princes Michiko, for the first time to the children-garden. Belga Press, 1964. Original photograph, silver print, 18 x 13 cm. (24-1-1964). 24,00
25 ICHIKAWA. Portrait of M. Ito, S. Onno and one other young man. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,3 x 13,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and names on image. 30,00

26 IWASE. Portrait of a woman and four children. ca. 1890. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 7,2 cm, on original mount. - Losses of picture. 12,00

27 JAPAN. Collection of 57 original photographs of japanese portraits. ca. 1915. Original photographs, silverprints, different sizes, ca. 4 x 4,5 cm, and ca. 4 x 6,5 cm. 120,00
28 JAPAN. Group portrait of soldiers. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5 x 7,6 cm.  18,00

29 JAPAN. Portrait of a soldier. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,6 x 7,5 cm.  24,00

30 JAPAN. Group portrait of young women in uniform dresses with in the middle an army officer. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 14,5 cm.  48,00
31 JAPAN. Group portrait of men partly in uniform dress, with a gramophone in front. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 15 cm. 48,00

32 JAPAN. Group portrait of Geishas. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,7 x 15,5 cm. 60,00

33 JAPAN. Group portrait of a Japanese family. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,9 x 15 cm. 48,00
34 JAPAN. Group portrait of men and some women. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 14,5 cm.

35 JAPAN. Group portrait of men and women, most in traditional dress. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 14,6 cm.

36 JAPAN. Group portrait of young men and women. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 14 cm.
37 JAPAN. Group portrait of a girls school class. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 14,6 cm. 48,00

38 JAPAN. Group portrait of a boys school class. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 14,6 cm. 48,00

39 JAPAN. Group portrait of young and older women in uniform dress. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 15,2 cm. - Foldings. 36,00
40 JAPAN. Groupportrait of young men, partley with yoroi. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 14,7 cm. 60,00

41 JAPAN. Groupportrait of a theatre. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11,3 x 15,2 cm. 48,00

42 JAPAN. Groupportrait of different militaray men and four women. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 15 cm. 48,00
43 JAPAN. Group portrait of a school-class of young children. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 7,8 x 11,5 cm. 24,00

44 JAPAN. Group portrait with four women and a man. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,8 x 11,5 cm. 18,00

45 JAPAN. Group portrait with four women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,6 x 11,1 cm. 18,00

46 JAPAN. Group portrait with five girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,3 x 7,6 cm. 18,00
47 JAPAN. Groupportrait with four women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,8 x 11,3 cm. 18,00

48 JAPAN. Groupportrait of four young women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,6 x 11,2 cm. 18,00

49 JAPAN. Groupportrait of train servants. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,4 x 7,8 cm. 18,00

50 JAPAN. Groupportrait of train servants, railway in the background. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,5 x 8 cm. 18,00
51 JAPAN. Group portrait of six girls. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,5 x 7,4 cm. 9,60

52 JAPAN. Group portrait of six girls and a man. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,5 x 7,6 cm. 9,60

53 JAPAN. Group portrait of six girls, standing in front of the camera. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,4 x 5,5 cm. 9,60

54 JAPAN. Group portrait of six girls, one in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,5 x 7,4 cm. 12,00
55 JAPAN. Group portrait of men and women. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7.5 x 5.5 cm. 12,00

56 JAPAN. Group portrait of a large society. 1933. Original photograph, silverprint, 10.8 x 15 cm. - 33.321. 60,00

57 JAPAN. Group portrait of a Japanese picnic. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6.2 x 8.7 cm. - With text on reverse. 9,60
58 JAPAN. Groupportrait of 10 women in a japanese bath. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6 x 8,8 cm.  

59 JAPAN. Groupportrait with four girls and two boys in uniform. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 14 x 9,6 cm. 

60 JAPAN. Groupportrait with 12 women in kimono and a man. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 6,5 x 9 cm.
61  **JAPAN.** Groupportrait with women in kimono. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 8,9 x 12,6 cm.  18,00

62  **JAPAN.** Groupportrait in front of a bus. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 8,8 x 12,6 cm.  24,00

63  **JAPAN.** Groupportrait of a large society. 1935. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 15,5 cm. - 35.3.27.  36,00
64 JAPAN. Group portrait of eight girls in kimono. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,6 x 15,3 cm.

65 JAPAN. Group portrait of four young women in kimono and three young men. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 11,1 x 15,8 cm.

66 JAPAN. Group portrait of men and women in front of a factory. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,4 x 13,7 cm.
67 JAPAN. Group portrait at a religious environment. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 11,1 x 15,5 cm. 36,00

68 JAPAN. Group portrait of railway servants. ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,5 x 7,9 cm. - 11.11.9. 18,00

69 JAPAN. Group portrait of railway servants, with train 1001. ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,5 x 7,9 cm. - 11.11.9. 18,00

70 JAPAN. Group portrait of Monks. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,3 x 19,2 cm on original mount. - With photographers mark on front and with text on reverse. 48,00
71 JAPAN. Group portrait of Japanese Monks. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 14.2 x 18.5 cm in original covers.

72 JAPAN. Group portrait of young men in uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print, 13.3 x 19.1 cm on original mount. - With text on reverse.

73 JAPAN. Group portrait on a rural road in a landscape. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10.5 x 14 cm on original mount.
74 JAPAN. Groupportrait. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 15 cm in original covers. - With text on the covers.

75 JAPAN. Groupportrait of men in a uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 13,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks.

76 JAPAN. Groupportrait, also with two monks. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,4 x 14 cm on original mount.
77 JAPAN. Group portrait of older boys in a uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 14,3 x 19,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front and text on reverse. 48,00

78 JAPAN. Group portrait of sportsmen. ca. 1920. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,5 x 15 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. - Spot on right upper corner. 18,00

79 JAPAN. Group portrait in front of a temple. Shibuya, Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 11,4 x 15,7 cm in original covers. - With text on covers. 42,00
80 JAPAN. Group portrait of men behind tables. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8.6 x 12.9 cm on original mount. - Bit faded. 18.00

81 JAPAN. Group portrait of men and women. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9.2 x 13.5 cm in original covers. 36.00

82 JAPAN. Group portrait with men and boys. Nagoya, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10 x 14 cm on original mount. - With text on reverse. 36.00
83 JAPAN. Group portrait of men in a uniform. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 15 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 48,00

84 JAPAN. Group portrait of boys and girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,2 x 13,6 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 48,00

85 JAPAN. Group portrait of girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 9,8 x 13 cm on original mount. 36,00
86 JAPAN. Groupportrait of girls in kimono. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,8 x 15,8 cm on original mount. - Losses of picture. 18,00

87 JAPAN. Groupportrait of men and some woman in front of a house or building. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,8 x 15,8 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on covers. 48,00

88 JAPAN. Groupportrait of boys and girls, with an insert mounted portrait. of two boys. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,2 x 13,3 cm on original mount. 42,00
89 JAPAN. Groupportrait of men and woman. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 15 x 20,8 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. 72,00

90 JAPAN. Groupportrait of men and men in uniform. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 14,7 x 20,3 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on covers. 72,00

91 JAPAN. Groupportrait of men between the treesw. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,8 x 14 cm on original mount. - With text on reverse. - Small losses of picture. 24,00
92 JAPAN. Group portrait of boys and girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 13,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse.  

93 JAPAN. Group portrait of men and one woman. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 15,1 x 10,6 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse.  

94 JAPAN. Group portrait of young men and women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 13,3 x 19,4 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front.  

48,00

48,00

72,00
95 JAPAN. Groupportrait of young men and women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 13,2 x 19,4 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse.

96 JAPAN. Groupportrait of men and young men in front of a factory. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 14,5 x 19,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse.

97 JAPAN. Groupportrait in front of a building, with two flags (Japan and ....?). ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,7 x 27,2 cm on original mount.
98 JAPAN. Group portrait with men, women and a few children. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 21,5 x 27,5 cm on original mount. - Strong losses of picture. 36,00

99 JAPAN. Group portrait with girls, young girls and teachers. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 20,8 x 27,2 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 120,00
100 JAPAN. Group portrait with girls and teachers. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 20.8 x 27 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. - Strong losses of picture. 24,00

101 JAPAN. Group portrait of men with regular and traditional dress. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 21 x 27 cm in original covers - With photographers marks and text on front. 180,00
102 JAPAN. Large group portrait with girls in uniform under the trees. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 15.3 cm. 60,00

103 JAPAN. Large school group portrait. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 5.3 x 15 cm. 36,00

104 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman. Kobe, Shin-e-Do Photographer, ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print, hand-coloured, 26.6 x 20.8 cm. 300,00
105 JAPAN. Portrait of a mother and child. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 13,8 x 9,5 cm.

106 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 14 x 10 cm.

107 JAPAN. Portrait of an older woman with a little one. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 12,9 x 9 cm.
108 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman with an umbrella. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 7,5 cm. 24,00

109 JAPAN. Portrait of three young men in military uniform. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,8 x 7,8 cm. 30,00

110 JAPAN. Portrait of a soldier with a horse. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 7,4 cm. 18,00
111 JAPAN. Portrait of a soldier. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,1 x 5,5 cm.  24,00

112 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in traditional dress. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 8,9 x 5,7 cm.  18,00

113 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman take a walk. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 7,8 cm.  18,00
114 JAPAN. Portrait of a young soldier. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 7 cm. 18,00

115 JAPAN. Portrait of a little boy. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,2 x 7,3 cm. 18,00

116 JAPAN. Portrait of two soldiers. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,3 x 7 cm. 24,00
117 JAPAN. Portrait of three men and a woman. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,7 x 8 cm. 24,00

118 JAPAN. Portrait of three young men and a woman. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,7 x 7,7 cm. 24,00

119 JAPAN. Portrait of two men in a landscape. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7,5 x 9,5 cm. 18,00
**120 JAPAN.** Portrait of two men in a landscape (2). 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7,5 x 9,5 cm. 

**121 JAPAN.** Portrait of a young woman in the mirror. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 7,1 cm. 

**122 JAPAN.** Portrait of a young men and a woman in the garden. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 9,7 x 7,1 cm.
123 JAPAN. Portrait of two men and a woman looking in the air. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 10,7 x 7,7 cm. 18,00

124 JAPAN. Portrait of two men and a woman standing on a bridge. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 10,7 x 7,7 cm. 18,00

125 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in front of a mirror. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 10,2 x 7,2 cm. 24,00
126 JAPAN. Portrait of a mother with a child with spectacles. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 9,8 x 7 cm.  24,00

127 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 9,8 x 6,4 cm.  18,00

128 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman with a handbag. ca. 1935. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 6,2 cm.  12,00
129 JAPAN. Portrait of two young women. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 5,6 cm. 18,00

130 JAPAN. Portrait of six men in uniform kimono in a landscape. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8 x 9,8 cm. 24,00

131 JAPAN. Portrait of a waitress. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 7,6 x 5,1 cm. 18,00
132 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in a landscape. 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 8 x 6 cm. 18,00

133 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (2). 1910-1920. Original photograph, silver print, 8 x 5,8 cm. 18,00

134 JAPAN. Portrait of a two little girls. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 5,5 x 8 cm. 18,00
135 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man (2). 1900-1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 8 x 5,5 cm. 18,00

136 JAPAN. Portrait of a man walking in a street. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6,5 cm. 18,00

137 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman sitting on a bench. 1900-1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 8,6 x 5,7 cm. 18,00
138 JAPAN. Portrait of a man. 1900-1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 8,2 x 5,6 cm. 18,00

139 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man with spectacles. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 6,1 cm. 18,00

140 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man (3). 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7,6 x 5,1 cm. 18,00
141 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (3). 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7,5 x 5,1 cm. 18,00

142 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman with a little boy. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7,8 x 5,9 cm. 18,00

143 JAPAN. Portrait of five older and younger boys. 1900-1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 10,1 x 7,3 cm. - Repaired tear in the middle. 18,00
144 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman walking in a street. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6,5 cm. 18,00

145 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl. 1900-1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 9 x 6 cm. 18,00

146 JAPAN. Portrait of three soldiers on a rock. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8 x 6 cm. 18,00
147 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 6,8 x 4,7 cm. 18,00

148 JAPAN. Portrait of a father with two little children. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 5,2 x 5,5 cm. 12,00

149 JAPAN. Portrait of a man (2). 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7 x 5,7 cm. 12,00
150 JAPAN. Portrait of a man (3). 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 6,7 x 4,3 cm. 12,00

151 JAPAN. Portrait of a man (4). 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 6,6 x 4,4 cm. 12,00

152 JAPAN. Portrait of a squating man in a landscape. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8 x 5,9 cm. 18,00
153 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman. ca. 1900. Original photograph, cabinetcard, silverprint, postcard, 13.8 x 9 cm. 24.00

154 JAPAN. Portrait of two women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 7.2 x 10.7 cm. 12.00

155 JAPAN. Portrait of two women. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 6.5 x 9.5 cm. 18.00

156 JAPAN. Portrait with two girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 8 x 11.6 cm. 18.00
157 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,3 x 7,2 cm. 24,00

158 JAPAN. Portrait with three girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 6,4 x 9,3 cm. 18,00

159 JAPAN. Portrait of a mother with baby. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 6,4 x 9,3 cm. - Text on reverse. 18,00
160 Japan. Portrait of a naked baby. ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8 x 5,4 cm. - Text on reverse. 18,00

161 Japan. Portrait of a young woman. ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6,8 x 4,6 cm. 12,00

162 Japan. Portrait of a young woman (2). ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,5 x 5 cm. 12,00
163 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (3). ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,8 x 5,5 cm. 15,00

164 JAPAN. Portrait of a little child. ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7 x 4,7 cm. 15,00

165 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (5). ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,4 x 5,6 cm. 10,00
166 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a woman and a baby. 1914. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 9,3 x 6,5 cm. - 31.4.14. Text on reverse. 15,00

167 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a young girl. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 6,5 cm. 18,00

168 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a young woman with an umbrella. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,2 x 9,5 cm. 18,00
169 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl. ca. 1910. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,5 x 5,6 cm. 18,00

170 JAPAN. Portrait of a Marine man. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7 x 4,8 cm. - Text on reverse. 18,00

171 JAPAN. Portrait of two soldiers. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,7 x 8,7 cm. - With a signature. 18,00
172 JAPAN. Portrait of three soldiers. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 10.1 x 7.8 cm. 24,00

173 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (4). ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 10.4 x 8 cm. 18,00

174 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl with a rucksack. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 12.9 x 9.1 cm. 18,00
175 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 11,1 x 7,5 cm. 18,00

176 JAPAN. Portrait of a little one. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,9 x 5,9 cm. 18,00

177 JAPAN. Portrait of a baby and a little one. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 9,5 x 6,3 cm. 18,00
178 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 10,5 x 6,1 cm. - With a blindstamp. 18,00

179 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 9,6 x 6,5 cm. 18,00

180 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman (6). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6,9 x 4,6 cm. 12,00
181 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl (2). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,7 x 5,9 cm.  18,00

182 JAPAN. Portrait of young woman in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,7 x 5,8 cm.  18,00

183 JAPAN. Portrait of a little one, behind a chair. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,5 x 5,4 cm.  12,00
184 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (7). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,7 x 5,5 cm. 18,00

185 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (8). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,5 x 5,2 cm. 18,00

186 JAPAN. Portrait of two young women. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,7 x 5,9 cm. 18,00
187 JAPAN. Portrait of two young women, in front of a factory. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 12 cm.

188 JAPAN. Portrait of four young women, in front of a factory. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 12 cm.

189 JAPAN. Portrait of four young women. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 12 cm.
190 JAPAN. Portrait of four young women (2). ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 12 cm. 24,00

191 JAPAN. Portrait of two young women in a parc. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 12 cm. 24,00

192 JAPAN. Portrait of four girls, two in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9 x 11,2 cm. 24,00
193 **JAPAN.** Portrait of two girls, one in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,3 x 13,2 cm. 24,00

194 **JAPAN.** Portrait of three girls in kimono, a doll and a parrot. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 6,5 x 9,5 cm. 24,00

195 **JAPAN.** Portrait of four girls, three in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,5 x 9,4 cm. 36,00
196 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl and a little girl in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 7,5 cm. 24,00

197 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in kimono (2). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,7 x 6 cm. 18,00

198 JAPAN. Portrait of a couple, a soldier and a woman in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,1 x 10,9 cm. 24,00
199 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl (3). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,4 x 5,4 cm.

200 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,2 x 5,3 cm.

201 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl in kimono (2). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,4 x 4,9 cm.
202 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl in kimono (3). ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,2 x 4,6 cm.

203 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,8 x 6,7 cm.

204 JAPAN. Portrait of a girl in kimono (2). ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,8 x 6,6 cm.
205 JAPAN. Portrait of two young men. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,4 x 7,9 cm. 24,00

206 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man, lying in the grass. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 11,6 x 7,7 cm. 18,00

207 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,8 x 7,8 cm. 24,00
208 JAPAN. Portrait of two soldiers lying in the grass. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 11,1 x 7,2 cm. 24,00

209 JAPAN. Portrait of a soldier (2). ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 7,3 cm. 24,00

210 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man in uniform. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 7,3 cm. - 13.10.10. 24,00
211 JAPAN. Portrait of a soldier. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,6 x 5,5 cm.

212 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (5). ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 6,6 cm.

213 JAPAN. Portrait of a Young woman in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,1 x 6,1 cm.
214 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 11.8 x 8.2 cm. 24.00

![Portrait of a young woman in kimono.](image)

215 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (6). ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 9.4 x 6.7 cm. 18.00

![Portrait of a young woman.](image)

216 JAPAN. Portrait of a family. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 8 x 11.6 cm. 24.00

![Portrait of a family.](image)
217 JAPAN. Portrait of a family (2). ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 8 x 11,6 cm. 24,00

218 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman with a baby. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,3 x 8,3 cm. - With text on reverse. 30,00

219 JAPAN. Portrait of four elder woman and a man. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6 x 8,8 cm. 12,00
220 JAPAN. Portrait of four elder woman and a man in front of a tower. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,9 x 6 cm. 12,00

221 JAPAN. Portrait of five elder woman in kimono. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6 x 8,6 cm. 15,00

222 JAPAN. Portrait of five woman on a japanese bath. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6 x 8,7 cm. 18,00
223 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a woman in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6,2 x 8,7 cm. - With text on reverse. 12,00

224 **JAPAN.** Portrait of four elder woman and a man in front of boats. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 6 x 8,6 cm. 12,00

225 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a little boy with train-toy. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,3 x 8 cm. - With text on reverse. 30,00
226 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man (4). ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 14.5 x 10 cm.  

227 JAPAN. Portrait of two young girls. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 14.5 x 10 cm.  

228 JAPAN. Portrait of two young women in kimono. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 13.6 x 8.5 cm.
**229 JAPAN.** Portrait of a young woman under an umbrella. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,6 x 10 cm. 18,00

**230 JAPAN.** Portrait of a young woman at a waterfront, with a bridge in the background. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 6,2 x 10,8 cm. 18,00

**231 JAPAN.** Portrait of a young woman in kimono. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8,6 x 5,9 cm. 18,00
232 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in kimono (3). ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,9 x 6,7 cm.

233 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in kimono (4). ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 15,6 x 11,3 cm.

234 JAPAN. Portrait of four girls. ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7 x 4,3 cm.
235 JAPAN. Portrait of young woman in kimono (4). ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 8 x 5,3 cm.

236 JAPAN. Portrait of young woman in kimono (5). ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,5 x 5 cm.

237 JAPAN. Portrait of young woman in kimono (6). ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,3 x 5 cm.
238 JAPAN. Portrait of young woman in kimono (7). ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,2 x 5 cm.  18,00

239 JAPAN. Portrait of young woman in kimono (8). ca. 1925. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 7,5 x 5,4 cm, mounted on boards.  6,00

240 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (9). 1929. Original photograph, carte de visite, silverprint, 5,5 x 7,9 cm. - 29.10.30.  10,00
241 JAPAN. Portrait of a couple. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 14 cm in original covers. - With photographers mark on front. 60,00

242 JAPAN. Portrait of two little ones and a dog. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 5,6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

243 JAPAN. Portrait of two young women. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,5 x 7,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00
244 JAPAN. Portrait of two young men, with a lake with boats in the background. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,1 x 10,3 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 36,00

245 JAPAN. Portrait of a baby. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 12 x 8,2 cm oval, on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00

246 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman (7). ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,8 x 7,2 cm on original mount. - Small losses of picture. 12,00
247 JAPAN. Portrait of a boy. ca. 1920. Original photograph, silverprint, 14 x 9,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. - Stripe. 12,00

248 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man (5). ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,5 x 5,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00

249 JAPAN. Portrait of two women. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,5 x 5,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers, and text on reverse. 24,00
250 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman (3). ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6.5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. - Losses of picture. 12.00

251 JAPAN. Portrait of two girls and three younger children. Shibuya, Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6 cm in original covers. 18.00

252 JAPAN. Portrait of two young woman at a table. Shibuya, Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10.2 x 7 cm on original mount. - Small losses of picture. 18.00
253 JAPAN. Portrait of three men in uniform, in front of a building. ca. 1910. Original photograph, cabinetcard, albumen print, 10,7 x 16,5 cm. 18,00

254 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man in kimono. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,5 x 5,5 cm, on original mount. 18,00

255 JAPAN. Portrait of a young woman in kimono. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 11,6 x 7,6 cm, on original mount. 24,00
256 JAPAN. Portrait of three woman in kimono. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,2 x 6,3 cm, on original mount. - Losses of picture, spot at upper right corner. 6.00

257 JAPAN. Portrait of a woman and three girls. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 5,3 x 7,3 cm in original covers. 24,00

258 JAPAN. Portrait of five man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,7 x 9,7 cm on original mount. 36,00
259 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a young man (6). ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8.8 x 6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front.  

260 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a man with a little one. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8.4 x 5.7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers.  

261 **JAPAN.** Portrait of a man with a little one. ca. 1900. Original photograph, carte de visite, salbumen print, 9.2 x 6 cm. - Strong faded and losses of picture.
262 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man (7). ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 5,7 cm in original covers. 24,00

263 JAPAN. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,5 x 5,6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 30,00

264 JAPAN. School groupportrait. ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 14,5 cm. - Right lower corner lacking. 36,00

266 JOURU. Group portrait of boys in uniform. Nakanura, Nagoya, ca. 1910. Original photograph, cabinet card, albumen print, 10.7 x 16.5 cm. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 30.00

267 JURUTA, A. Portrait of four women and a man in kimono. Shibuya, Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 14 x 9.7 cm on original mount. 30.00
268 KAITU, K. Portrait of two girls. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 5,5 x 10,7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. - Cover with damaged places. 18,00

269 KAMIMURA, Masayuki. Portrait of two young men. ca. 1925. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,2 x 8,4 cm. - Signed on the image. 60,00

270 KASUGA, K. Portrait of a young man in a uniform. Nagoya., ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers, and text on covers. 30,00
271 KATÓ, S. Portrait of an older man. Smizuoka, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 14.6 x 10.3 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on covers.

273 KATO, T. Portrait of a man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,9 x 6,9 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers, and text on covers. 24,00

274 KIMBEI, Kusakabe. Portrait of a girl with a fan in her hand. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, handcoloured, 26,5 x 20,3 cm. 240,00
275 KITAMURA, S. Groupportrait of boys in a uniform, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,3 x 20,3 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks. - Losses of picture in the middle part. 30,00

276 KITAYAMA. Portrait of two young men. 1915. Original photograph, silver print, 10,8 x 7,7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 30,00

277 KOMAKOSKY. Portrait of a boy. ca. 1900. Original photograph, carte de visite, silver print, 6 x 4,2 cm. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 18,00
278 KONDO, J. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,4 x 5,3 cm oval, in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 24,00

279 KÔNO. Portrait of a man in a uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,8 x 7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00

280 LION. Portrait of a man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,5 x 9 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front and text on covers. 24,00
281 LION. Portrait of a little one. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,5 x 5,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers, and text on covers. 30,00

282 M. I. Portrait of Taisho, 8 ans. 1920. Original photograph, silver print, 8,5 x 5,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on protect leaf. 24,00

283 M.P. Portrait of two man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6 cm on original mount - With photographers marks on covers. 24,00
284 **M.P.** Portrait of three men in kimono. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10,3 x 7,3 cm on original mount - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

![Image of three men in kimono](image)

285 **M.R.** Portrait of Mr. K. Ozawa, 21 year. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 5,8 cm in original covers.- With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 30,00

![Image of Mr. K. Ozawa](image)

286 **MATSUDA.** Portrait of a woman. Shizuoka, ca. 1900. Original photograph, siverprint, 9 x 5,7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00

![Image of a woman](image)
287 MATSUI, R. Portrait of Miss Ise, Nineteen Years, Taishó VIII.1.15. 1915. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers, and text on covers. 30,00

288 MATSUI, R. Portrait of young man. 1915. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 5,7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

289 MATSUI, R. Portrait of a woman. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 14,7 x 20,3 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on covers. 36,00
290 MATSUMOTO, K. Groupportrait of men. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 13,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on reverse. 36,00

291 MATSUMOTO. Portrait of a man. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 13,7 x 9,3 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on covers. 30,00

292 MATSUURA. Portrait of a young woman. Nagoya, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 15 x 8,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 42,00
293 MIDORI PHOTO STUDIO. Group portrait of men and women. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 15,4 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 60,00

294 MINAMITANI, S. Group portrait of young women. Koishikawa, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 13,4 x 19,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front and reverse, and text on reverse. - Small losses of picture at lower right corner. 48,00

295 MITSUBOSHI. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 15,9 x 9,8 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front and text on reverse. 30,00
296 MIYAKE, K. Portrait of a man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 11.2 x 8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on covers, and text on reverse. 24,00

297 MIZUNO, Y. Group portrait of monks, reading. Manda, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 21.2 x 27.3 cm in original covers - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 180,00

298 MORI, T. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 5.7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00
299 **NAKAMURA, J.** Portrait of a woman. Nagoya, ca. 1910. Original photograph, cabinetcard, albumen print, 10,7 x 16,5 cm. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

300 **NAKAMURA, T.** Portrait of a young man. Nagoya, ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 8,6 x 5,7 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 18,00

301 **NAKAMURA, T.** Portrait of two young men. ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 8,6 x 5,7 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00
302 NINOMIYA, K. Group portrait of men and some woman in a restaurant. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,8 x 13,8 cm on original mount. With photographers marks on front. 48,00

303 NISHIMURA, G. Portrait of a man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,3 x 7,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00

304 NISHIMURA STUDIO. Portrait of a young man in a uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 5,8 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 30,00
305 NISHIZAWA. Portrait of a young woman. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,5 x 7,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

306 NISHIZAWA. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. - Strong losses of picture. 6,00

307 NIWA, G. Portrait of two young men in kimono. Kariya, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 8,5 x 5,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00
308 NIWA, G. Portrait of four young men in kimono. Kariya, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 8,8 x 5,7 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00

309 NUKAYA, D. Group portrait of boys and girls. Óno, Chita, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 11,1 x 15,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks, and text on reverse. 48,00

310 O.T. Group portrait of japanese Monks. ca. 1900. Original photograph with an extra portrait (2,2 x 1,4 cm) pasted on, silver prints, 9,5 x 13,3 cm in original covers. - With photographers mark on front and with text on reverse. 60,00
311 O.T. Portrait of a man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 5,7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

312 OGAWA, K. Portrait of a man. Mino, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 11,3 x 8,3 cm on original mount - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 18,00

313 OGAWA, S. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 6,2 x 3,5 cm oval, on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. - Losses of picture. 18,00
314 OGURI, T. Group portrait in front of trees. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 20,2 x 26,3 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 144,00

315 ŌIWA, Y. Portrait of a girl and a little one. Utsuni, Owari, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,5 x 7,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on covers. 24,00
316 ÓIWA, Y. Portrait of a woman. Utsuni, Owari, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,5 x 7,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. 24,00

317 ÓIWA, Y. Portrait of a woman and a boy. Utsuni, Owari, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,7 x 8,7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. - Loss of picture. 24,00

318 ÓIWA, Y. Portrait of a young man. Utsuni, Owari, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 14 x 8,3 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. 24,00
319 ÓIWA, Y. Portrait of a young girl in kimono. Utsuni, Owari, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13.4 x 8.5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. 30,00

320 ÓIWA, Y. Portrait of a little one. Utsuni, Owari, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9.6 x 8.5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. - Losses of picture. 18,00

321 OKA, S. Portrait of a young man in kimono. Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8.5 x 5.5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00
† K.ú.K. Photo Atelier, Tel Danoho, S. Oka, Tokyo.
322 OKAJIMA, H. Group portrait. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9.8 x 13.8 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 48,00

323 OKAMOTO, J. Portrait of probably fishermen. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10.1 x 13.5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front and text on reverse. 48,00
324 OKANO, T. Portrait of a couple. Morimachi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 15,5 x 10,7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. - With blindstamp on image: Okano Studio Morimachi. 72,00

325 OKUMURA, K. Groupportrait of young men. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 14 x 19,4 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. - Small losses of picture. 48,00
326 OTENDAIRA, M. Portrait of a little one. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 7,2 cm, on original mount, with text on reverse. 24,00

327 PHOTO-STUDIO. Groupportrait in a restaurant. 1913. Original photograph, silver print, 11,2 x 15,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and on reverse, and on covers. 36,00

328 PHOTOGRAPH ARTISTIC. Portrait of a young woman. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9 x 6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. 30,00
329 PHOTOGRAPH ARTISTIC. Japan. Portrait of a boy. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 7,8 x 5,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on covers. - Losses of picture. 10,00

330 PHOTOGRAPH ARTIST. Japan. Portrait of four young men. ca. 1910. Original photograph, cabinetcard, silverprint, 10,3 x 15 cm. - Losses of picture. 12,00

331 PHOTOGRAPHER. Japan. Portrait of a young man in kimono. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,7 x 7,8 cm, in original covers. With photographers marks on front. 18,00
332 PHOTOGRAPHER. Japan. Portrait young man in a uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, carte de visite, silver print, 5,7 x 4 cm. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 18,00

333 PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTISTIC. Portrait of a man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,8 x 9,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

334 PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTISTIC. Portrait of a little one. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,8 x 9,5 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on the covers. 24,00
335 PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTISTIC. Portrait of three young men. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 11 x 7,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00

336 RANKADO. Groupportrait of boys and girls. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,5 x 14 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 42,00

337 SAKAMOTO, N. Portrait of a soldier. 1900-1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 6 cm. - Blindstamp. 24,00
338 SAKURAI, S. Portrait of a baby. Hamamatsu., 1930. Original photograph, silver print, 9,6 x 6,6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on protect leaf. - 7.11.20. 24,00

339 SAO, K. Portrait of a little one. Osu. Nagya, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 9,8 x 7,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on cover, and text on cover. 24,00

340 SCHIBAWA, M. Portrait of two women and a man. ca. 1910. Original photograph, albumen print, 14,1 x 10,3 cm. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. - Losses of picture. 18,00
341 SHIBUYA, T. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 6,5 x 9,5 cm on original mount. With blindstamp in the image. 18,00

342 SHIMOSA. Portrait of a young man in kimono. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 5,7 cm on original mount - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00

343 SHIN-E-DO. Portrait of a young woman. Kobe, Shin-e-Do Photograph Depot, ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print, hand-coloured, 26,7 x 20,1 cm. 420,00
344 SHIOSAKI. Portrait of a man with a text-plate. Toyohashi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 12,8 x 8,6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on covers.  48,00

345 SHIOZAKI, H. Portrait of a little one. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,5 x 7,3 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. - Small losses of picture.  18,00

346 SHIOZAKI, H. Portrait of a little girl. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,8 x 7,2 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. - Losses of picture.  12,00
347 SHIOZAKI, H. Portrait of a little one. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10,8 x 7,6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front.  18,00

348 SHIRAGKUKAN. Groupportrait of men in uniform, on a rural road. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 13,6 x 9,3 cm. on original mount. - With photographers marks on front.  42,00

349 SOMA, S. Portrait of a young man. Ushigome, Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 10,5 x 7,3 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. Signed in the image.  30,00
350 SUZUKI, F. Group portrait of men and women in a uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 14.2 x 19.3 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front and text on reverse. 60.00

351 SUZUKI. Group portrait. Numazu, ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 9.7 x 14 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front and text on protect-leaf. 30.00

352 TAKABATAKA, S Portrait of a man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8.6 x 5.7 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24.00
353 TAKARAZUKA. Group portrait of four girls, three in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,5 x 9,5 cm. - With a blind stamp Takarazuka. 36,00

354 TAKARAZUKA. Portrait of four girls in kimono. ca. 1915. Original photograph, silverprint, 13,3 x 9,3 cm. - With blind stamp Takarazuka. 36,00

355 TAKASHIMAYA. Portrait of a baby. Tokyo, ca. 1920-1930. Original photograph, silver print, 13,8 x 8,7 cm. 24,00
356 TANABE PHOTO STUDIO. Portrait of a woman. Fujiedamachi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,3 x 7,9 cm, in original covers. - With photographers marks on front.

357 TANABE PHOTO STUDIO. Portrait of a woman. Fujiedamachi, ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 5,5 cm, in original covers. - With photographers marks on front.

358 TANABE PHOTO-STUDIO. Portrait of a couple. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 19 x 13 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers.
359 TANI, J. Portrait of three young men. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 13,6 x 9,9 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 36,00

360 TANIZAKI, Y. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,7 x 5,6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 30,00

361 TATSUMI STUDIO. Portrait of a young girl. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,6 x 5,6 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00
362 TERASAKA, S. Group portrait of men, women and men in uniform. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,6 x 14,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers mark on front. 60,00

363 TERASAKA, S. Group portrait of men and some woman. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10 x 14,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and with text on reverse. - Losses of picture. 24,00
364 TERASAKA, S, Group portrait of men and one woman. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 9,9 x 14,2 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 42,00

365 TERASAKA, S, Group portrait of men and boys. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 14,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 48,00
366 TERASAKA, S. Group portrait of men, a woman and girls. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 10,6 x 15,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 48,00

367 TOYODA, J. Portrait of four monks. Hamamatsu, ca. 1900. Original photograph, cabinetcard, albumen print, 13,5 x 9 cm. 30,00

† J. Toyoda, Photographer, Hamamatsu, Japan.
368 TSCHIKAWA, M. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 5,8 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front, and text on reverse. 24,00

369 TSUDA, A. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 11,5 x 8,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 24,00

370 TSUDA, A. Portrait of a young man (2). ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 11,5 x 8,2 cm in original covers. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00
371 Y. E. Group portrait of a large school-class. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silverprint, 9.8 x 14 cm on original mount. - With photographers mark on front. 24.00

372 YAMAGUCHI, T. Portrait of a young man. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8.8 x 6 cm, in original covers. - With photographers marks on front, and text on covers. 24.00
373 YAMAGUCHI, T. Portrait of an older boy. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 6 cm, on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. 18,00

374 YAMAGUCHI, T. Portrait of a boy in kimono. ca. 1910. Original photograph, silver print, 8,8 x 5,9 cm, on original mount. - With photographers marks and text on front 24,00

375 YAMAMOTO, N. Portrait of a boy in kimono. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silverprint, 9,3 x 6,2 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front. - Losses of picture. 12,00
376 YAMAZAKI, B. Taisha Izumo. Group portrait of men in front of the Shinto shrine. ca. 1900. Original photograph, silver print, 14 x 20 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front and text on reverse. 72,00

377 YEGHI-SHOTEN. Portrait of a young man. Tokyo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print, 10,8 x 7,5 cm on original mount. - With photographers marks on front and reverse. 18,00